2000-2001 CBA Faculty Awards

TEACHING AWARDS

Beta Alpha Psi – Most Outstanding Professor
• Fall 2000 – Delano Berry
• Spring 2001 – Ena Rose-Green

Executive MBA
• Best Professor – John Wrieden
• Most Enjoyable Professor – Clark Wheatley
• Most Relevant Professor/Class – John Nicholls
• Most Dynamic Professor – Joyce Elam
• Most Commanding Professor – John Wrieden
• Outstanding Support and Commitment – Steven Beste

Executive MBA, Jamaica
• Professor of the Year – Richard Hodgetts

International MBA
• Best Professor – Christos Koulamas
• Best Class – Corporate Finance with Simon Pak and John Zdanowicz

Evening MBA
• Faculty Member of the Year 1999-2000 – John Wrieden
• Faculty Member of the Year 2000-2001 – Kenneth Murphy and Arun Prakash (tie)

Master of Science – Management Information Systems
• Best Instructor – Spring 2001 – Dinesh Batra
• Best Course – Spring 2001 – Yair Levy
• Best Instructor – Summer 2001 – Yair Levy
• Best Course – Summer 2001 – Yair Levy

Master in International Business
• Best Professor – Peter Dickson
• Best Professor – Christos Koulamas

Weekend BBA
• Best Professor – Fall 2000 – Jose Lopez-Calleja
• Most Knowledgeable Professor – Fall 2000 – Manny Roussakis
• Most Inspirational Professor – Spring 2001 – Joseph King

RESEARCH AWARDS

• Shahid Hamid
• Christos Koulamas

SERVICE AWARDS

• Robert Oliva
• Herman Dorsett